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Beijing Sports-Direct Co.,Ltd. is a head company which integrating

Designing, R&D, Production and Sales, combined by 2 factories and 2 trading companies.
*Our Foam coated ball factory is the exclusive factory who can manufacture the foam
coated balls in mainland China.
*Our Athletic equipment factory have the high-level engineers and developing capacity.
And many products have got the IAAF certificate, including javelin, hurdles, starting
block, discus, high jump stand and so on.
*Our Sale Centers are located in Center of Capital-Beijing, selling more than 1000 kinds
of sporting products to more than 40+ countries, including 26 patented items.
Better Quality Control and More Comfortable Business Service is always our target to all
of our customers. We believe that more work we do, more return we get.

Contact us! We’re the right one as you expected!

Tel:+86-10-57308548
E-mail:fxy@school-mart.com
Fax:+86-10-57308577

Room 1706,Jin Cheng Center,No.9 JiuKeShu Road, Liyuan Town,
Tongzhou District, Beijing, P.R.China 101101

Competition Javelin
Master

Javelin for Competition
●Hardened Alum Alloy;

●Handmade Javelin by our master technician；

●Improved tip and thin tapered tail for excellent Balance, Feel and Flight;

●Super Hard Aluminum Alloy made with new stainless tip,

●3-color painted.

meets WA Rules;

①#13138: 800g

●Improved flying feature in tip and tail;

②#13137: 700g

●Possible help the throwers to improve their PB.

③#13136: 600g

①#13118:800g/60m-85m

④#13135: 500g

②#13117:700g/60m-80m

⑤#13134: 400g

③#13116:600g/50m-70m

Javelin

④#13115:500g/40m-60m

Model Weight

800g
700g
600g
500g

805+5g
705+5g
605+5g
505+5g

Model Weight

Length

Tip Length

Max Dia

2610+5mm
2320+5mm
2220+5mm
2020+5mm

305+5mm
305+5mm
305+5mm
265+5mm

φ29.7+0.1mm
φ27.7+0.1mm
φ24.7+0.1mm
φ23.7+0.1mm

800g
700g
600g
500g
400g

Tip Angle Tail
≤5mm

37°
37°
37°
37°

≤5mm
≤5mm
≤5mm

807+10g
707+10g
607+10g
507+10g
407+10g

Max Dia Tip Angle Tail

φ29.7+0.1mm
φ27.7+0.1mm
φ24.7+0.1mm
φ23.7+0.1mm
φ22+0.1mm

≤6mm

37°
37°
37°
37°
37°

≤6mm
≤6mm
≤6mm
≤6mm

Javelin

●Improved tip and thin tapered tail for excellent Balance,

Feel and Flight;

Balance, Feel and Flight;

●4-color painted.

●One color painted.

①#13148: 800g

①#13128: 800g/80m

②#13147: 700g

②#13127: 700g/70m

③#13146: 600g

③#13126: 600g/60m

④#13145: 500g

④#13125: 500g/65m

⑤#13144: 400g

⑤#13124: 400g

807+10g
707+10g
607+10g
507+10g
407+10g

305+5mm
305+5mm
305+5mm
265+5mm
245+5mm

●Hardened Alum Alloy;

●Improved tip and thin tapered tail for excellent

800g
700g
600g
500g
400g

Tip Length

Javelin for Competition

Javelin for competition
●WA approved hardened Alum Alloy;

Model Weight

Length

2615+10mm
2320+10mm
2220+10mm
2020+10mm
1870+10mm

Model Weight

Length

Tip Length

2615+10mm
2320+10mm
2220+10mm
2020+10mm
1870+10mm

305+5mm
305+5mm
305+5mm
265+5mm
245+5mm

800g
700g
600g
500g
400g

Max Dia Tip Angle Tail

φ29.7+0.1mm
φ27.7+0.1mm
φ24.7+0.1mm
φ23.7+0.1mm
φ22+0.1mm

37°
37°
37°
37°
37°

≤6mm
≤6mm
≤6mm
≤6mm

807+10g
707+10g
607+10g
507+10g
407+10g

Length

Tip Length

2615+10mm
2320+10mm
2220+10mm
2020+10mm
1870+10mm

305+5mm
305+5mm
305+5mm
265+5mm
245+5mm

Max Dia Tip Angle Tail

φ29.7+0.1mm
φ27.7+0.1mm
φ24.7+0.1mm
φ23.7+0.1mm
φ22+0.1mm

≤6mm

37°
37°
37°
37°
37°

≤6mm
≤6mm
≤6mm
≤6mm

≤6mm
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Mini Javelin
●Made of special designed plastic for straight

shape and durable using;
●Soft tip to protect against hurt;

Javelin for Training

●Meets USATF Rules.

Javelin

●Meets WA Rules;
●Hardened Alum Alloy, Accurate

Body Shape design for Excellent
Flight.
①#13220: 1000g

⑤#13216: 600g

②#13219: 900g

⑥#13215: 500g

③#13218: 800g

⑦#13214: 400g

④#13217: 700g

Model Weight

Length

Tip Length

Max Dia

1000g 1005+15g
900g 905+15g
800g 805+15g
700g 705+15g
600g 605+15g
500g 505+15g
400g 405+15g

2410+10mm
2410+10mm
2410+10mm
2110+10mm
1980+10mm
1800+10mm
1700+10mm

280+5mm
280+5mm
280+5mm
270+5mm
265+5mm
255+5mm
245+5mm

φ29.7+0.1mm
φ29.7+0.1mm
φ27.7+0.1mm
φ27.7+0.1mm
φ23.7+0.1mm
φ23.7+0.1mm
φ22+0.1mm

Tip Angle Tail

25°
25°
25°
25°
25°
25°
25°

≤6.5mm
≤6.5mm

Model

Weight

Length

C.O.G

800g
700g
600g
500g
400g
300g

800g-810g
700g-710g
600g-610g
500g-510g
400g-410g
300g-310g

1110mm-1140mm
1110mm-1140mm
1110mm-1140mm
1110mm-1140mm
685mm-705mm
685mm-705mm

560mm-610mm
560mm-610mm
560mm-610mm
560mm-610mm
365mm-380mm
365mm-380mm

≤6.5mm
≤6.5mm
≤6.5mm
≤6.5mm
≤6.5mm

Javelin

Javelin with Rubber
Tip
●Meets WA Rules;
●Hardened Alum Alloy, Special

Model Weight
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800g
700g
600g
500g
400g

805+15g
805+15g
605+15g
505+15g
405+15g

Length

Tip Length

2410+10mm
2110+10mm
2020+10mm
1980+10mm
1700+10mm

280+5mm
270+5mm
265+5mm
255+5mm
245+5mm

Max Dia

designed Rubber Tip and Balance
Points for Excellent Flight.

Tail

φ29.7+0.1mm ≤6.5mm
φ27.7+0.1mm ≤6.5mm
φ24.7+0.1mm ≤6.5mm
φ23.7+0.1mm ≤6.5mm
φ22+0.1mm ≤6.5mm

①#13308: 800g

Soft Javelin Trainer

Javelin Nockenballs

②#13307: 700g

①#13902

③#13306: 600g

●Made of soft material;

All foam made 40cm long;

●For indoor & outdoor training use.

④#13305: 500g

②#13902-1

⑤#13304: 400g

All foam made 75cm long.

①#13981: 400g
②#13982: 600g
③#13983: 800g
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Javelin Cart
Master

Javelin Vinyl Carry Bag
#37057

#17903

●Made of 1000D durable nylon material

●Durable extra 15cm rubber wheels;

with reinforced ends and shoulder
carry strap;
●Size is 160×14cm
（diameter）.

●Easy to turn over by comfort handle;
●Holds 18 javelins.

Javelin

Javelin Cart
DLX
#17911

Javelin Vinyl Carry Bag

●Durable steel tube construction with inflated 200mm

#13951: 275×9cm #13952: 235×9cm

wheels for different ground or floor;

●Made of durable nylon reinforced vinyl

●New designed Javelin Holders made of Nylon

material;
●5cm wide nylon shoulder strap;
●Hold 3-5 javelins.

material;

Javelin Carry Bag

●Holds 18 javelins.

#37058

Javelin Cart
Economy

●Made of durable nylon reinforced vinyl material

Javelin

with reinforced ends and shoulder carry strap;
●Hold 3-5 javelins;
●Easy access with Velcro strip on opening flap.

#17921
●Best selling model to hold Javelins for school;
●Light-weight design but durable enough for

long time using;

Single Javelin Bag

●Easily & quickly assembly packed into a very

#37061: for 800g/700g #37062: for 600g/500g/400g

●75mm solid wheels with special designed

small box to carry or storage;
connecting section for smooth moving with
Javelins on.

●Made of PU coated Nylon 600D fabric with reinforced ends and should strap;
●Velcro strip on opening flap adjustable for different length of Javelins.

All-in Cart
#17907

Javelin Carry Tube Case

●Durable 25mm steel tube painted, 130×38×120cm;

#37063: for 800g/700g #37064: for 600g/500g

●Rotating strong wheels with brakes;

●Made of Hard ABS plastic tube providing extra protection for single javelin;

●Easily assemble and release to carry & storage;

●Adjustable shoulder strap.

●Hold up to 14 Shots, 40 Discus and 9 Javelins.
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Brass Shot

Rsi Shot

●Smooth brass shots, precision machines, perfectly round;

●High quality turned steel shots with Zinc-plated for Rough

surface;

●Diameter to be made as requested.
①#11901: 7.26kg

②#11902: 6kg

③#11903: 5kg

④#11904: 4kg

⑤#11905: 3kg

⑥#11906: 2kg

●Accurate weight, perfectly round;
●Diameter to be selected.
①#11791: 7.26kg

②#11792: 6kg

③#11793: 5kg

④#11794: 4kg

⑤#11795: 3kg

⑥#11796: 2kg

⑦#11797: 1kg

Stainless Steel Shot

Rp Shot

●Smooth surface, precision machines, perfectly round;

●High quality turned iron shots with Rough surface, painted;

Shot Put

●Diameter to be made as requested.
①#11801: 7.26kg

②#11802: 6kg

③#11803: 5kg

④#11804: 4kg

⑤#11805: 3kg

⑥#11806: 2kg

●Accurate weight, perfectly round.
①#11681: 7.26kg

②#11682: 6kg

③#11683: 5kg

④#11684: 4kg

⑤#11685: 3kg

⑥#11686: 2kg

⑦#11687: 1kg

Steel Shot

Rsp Shot

●Smooth surface, precision machines, perfectly round;

●High quality turned steel shots with hammer-tone pained for

●WA approved.

Rough surface;
②#11702: 6kg, 105mm

③#11703: 5kg, 100mm

④#11704: 4kg, 95mm

●Accurate weight, perfectly round;
●Diameter to be selected.

⑤#11705: 3kg, 85mm

①#11781: 7.26kg

②#11782: 6kg

③#11783: 5kg

④#11784: 4kg

⑤#11785: 3kg

⑥#11786: 2kg

Shot Put

①#11701: 7.26kg, 110mm

⑦#11787: 1kg

Competition Iron Shot

Rss Shot

●Smooth surface, precision machines, perfectly round;

●High quality turned stainless steel shots with Rough surface;

●Diameter to be made as requested.
①#11601: 7.26kg

②#11602: 6kg

③#11603: 5kg

④#11604: 4kg

⑤#11605: 3kg

⑥#11606: 2kg

⑦#11607: 1kg

⑧#11608: 8kg

⑨#11609: 9kg

●Accurate weight, perfectly round;
●Diameter to be selected.
①#11881: 7.26kg

②#11882: 6kg

③#11883: 5kg

④#11884: 4kg

⑤#11885: 3kg

⑥#11886: 2kg

⑦#11887: 1kg

Iron Shot

Indoor Shot

●High quality turned iron, smooth surface, perfectly round;

●Hard shell made of Natural Rubber;

●Meets WA specification.
①#11501: 7.26kg

⑤#11505: 3.25kg

②#11502: 6kg

⑥#11506: 3kg

③#11503: 5kg

⑦#11507: 2kg

④#11504: 4kg

⑧#11508: 1kg

●Black color only.
①#11301: 7.26kg

②#11302: 6kg

③#11303: 5kg

④#11304: 4kg

⑤#11305: 3kg

⑥#11306: 2kg

⑦#11307: 1kg
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Soft Indoor Shot
●Made of vinyl, filled with sands or iron;
●Soft cover for easy-grip and throwing;
●Available in different weights.
①#11391: 1kg

②#11392: 2kg

③#11393: 3kg

④#11394: 4kg

⑤#11395: 5kg

⑥#11396: 0.5kg

⑦#11397: 1.5kg

⑧#11398: 2.5kg

Throwing Circles

Throwing Circles
①#19314 Discus Circle

●Made of 1.87×2.5×0.64 aluminum angle

●Steel or aluminum circle with powder coating;

w/holes for mounting on concrete pad;

●2-section with steel supporters;

●Meets all rules.

Shot Put

●Inner diameter 2135±5mm.

①#19311: Aluminum shot circle:

②#19315 Shot/Hammer Circle

Diameter-2.135m

●Steel or aluminum circle with powder

②#19312: Aluminum discus circle:

coating;

Diameter-2.500m

●2-section with steel supporters;

③#19313: Aluminum hammer circle:

●Inner diameter 2500±5mm.

Distance Marker Cone

#19823

①

●Safe foam padded orange vinyl;

●Used in 29th Olympic Game;

●Weighted base;

●45×45×47cm fiberglass to show the distance

#19828

●37.5cm tall with 27.5cm numbers;

②

#19838

during throwing event.

Diameter-2.135m

③#19314-1 Conversion circle

●15mm thick plywood with white painting.

Shot Put

Distance Marker

Shot Put Toe Boards

●2 Sides for displaying distance for shot

#19319

put, discus and hammer.

#19319-1

●Made of steel;

●Made of wood;

●Meets all official rules.

●WA approved.

Shot Put Pick-Up
#19821

Magnesia Box

●2-piece construction;

#19925

●Light weight Aluminum design;

●Fiberglass box with rain cover;

●Easy Take-off for storage;

●Solid steel base protect against

●For all size shot puts.

wind.

Shot Put Collector
#19318

●20.65cm long in 7 sections;
●Highest point at 605mm and lowest at 160mm;
●Durable steel construction for Outdoor only.

9
Shot Put Cart
Master

Competition Discus
High Spin

#17902

●Complies with WA rules, high impact resistant ABS

●Durable extra 15cm rubber wheels;

plates, 80% rim weight, great for intermediate thrower,
Variety of colors.

●Easy to turn over by comfort handle;
●Holds 15 shots.

Shot Put Cart
DLX

Shot Put

10
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Competition Discus
Super High Spin

#17912

●Durable steel tube construction with inflated 200mm

wheels for different ground or floor;

●Approved by WA, high impact resistantABS plates, 85%

●New designed Nylon boards for long time using

rim weight, great for high level thrower, Variety of colors.

without rusty;
●Holds 28 shot put on.

①#12201: 2.0kg

②#12202: 1.5kg

③#12203: 1.0kg

④#12204: 1.75kg

⑤#12205: 1.6kg

⑥#12206: 0.75kg

Shot Put Cart
Economy
Competition Discus

●Best selling model used in school;
●Light-weight design but durable enough for

long time using;
●Easily & quickly assembly packed into a very small

box to carry or storage;
●75mm solid wheels with special designed connecting

section for smooth moving with shot put.

●Complies with WA rules, high impact

resistant ABS plates, 75% rim weight, available
in Yellow, Red, Green, White, Pink and Blue.
②#12102: 1.5kg
③#12103: 1.0kg
④#12104: 1.75kg ⑤ #12105: 1.60kg ⑥#12106: 0.75kg
①#12101: 2.0kg

Training Discus

All-in Cart

#17907

●Complies with WA rules, 70-75% rim weight, durable

●Durable 25mm steel tube painted, 130x38x120cm;

ABS plates, available in Blue, Green, Yellow and Red
color;

●Rotating strong wheels with brakes;
●Easily assemble and release to carry & storage;
●Hold up to 14 Shots, 40 Discus and 9 Javelins.
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①#12801: 2.0kg

②#12802: 1.5kg

③#12803: 1.0kg

④#12804: 1.75kg

⑤#12805: 1.60kg

⑥#12806: 0.75kg
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Official Rubber Discus

Wooden Discus For Beginner

●100% pure rubber, Black only;

●Center weighted for beginng.
①#12601: 2.0kg

●Great for beginners.

Discus

Discus

#17922

①#12401: 2.0kg

②#12402: 1.5kg

③#12403: 1.0kg

④#12404: 1.75kg

⑤#12405: 1.60kg

⑥#12406: 0.75kg

②#12602: 1.5kg

③#12603:1.0kg

④#12604: 1.75kg ⑤#12605: 1.60kg ⑥#12606: 0.75kg

Discus Cart
Master

Discus Cart
DLX

#17901

#17913

●Durable extra 15cm rubber wheels;
●Easy to turn over by comfort handle;

●Durable steel tube construction with inflated

●Holds 15-16 Discus.

200mm wheels for different ground or floor;
●New designed Nylon boards for long time

using without rusty;
●Holds 26 Discus.

●PU foam covered for〝safe 〞throwing;
●Designed for good flying for Junior use.
①#12991: 1000g

②#12992: 800g

③#12993: 550g

Shot & Discus Bag
●Heavy duty, water-proof vinyl material, with

double nylon construction, hold for two shots
or two discus.
#37054
Without Shoulder Strap

Discus Training Tool
●Training to use proper foot technique to

throw the discus;

Discus

Discus Cart
Economy

Soft Discus

#17923
●Best selling model used in school;

All-in Cart

●Light-weight design design but durable

#17907

enough for long time using;

●Durable 25mm steel tube painted,

●Easily & quickly assembly packed into a

130×38×120cm;

very small box to carry or storage;
●75mm solid wheels with special designed
connecting section for smooth moving
with shot puts on.

●Rotating strong wheels with brakes;
●Easily assemble and release to carry & storage;
●Hold up to 14 Shots, 40 Discus and 9 Javelins.

Hammer & Discus Throwing Cage

#19910

●Improvs speed, Throwing-strength &

Explosion capability on delivery;
●Available in different weights.
①#12901: 3.4kg
②#12902: 2.65kg
③#12903: 2.1kg
④#12904: 1.66kg
⑤#12905: 1.3kg

●Sturdy powder coating steel construction;
●10 poles cage: 6×750cm poles + 4×1050cm poles;
●Angled pole top to insure the net 100cm far from the poles;

#37053
With Shoulder Strap

●Pre-made steel pole base put into ground by 80cm deep;
●3800×1030cm/3.5mm HD nylon net included;
●Meets WA rules.

13
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Competition Steel Hammers
Hand-Made
●WA approved;

Hammer Bag
●Cordura nylon, padded soft nylon inner liner, outside

●Precision machined, steel ball bearing swivel, high strength wire and

pouch for personal item.
①#37059 Without wire hook;

comfort aluminum hammer handle;
●Available in all possible diameters.

②#37060 With wire hook.

①#14701: 7.26kg, 110mm

②#14702: 6kg, 105mm

③#14703: 5kg, 100mm

④#14704: 4kg, 95mm

⑤#14705: 3kg, 85mm

Steel Hammers
●Complies with WA rules;

●Precision machined, steel ball wire and swivel, high strength wire

Hammer

and comfort aluminum hammer handle;
●For both training and competition.
①#14711: 7.26kg
②#14712: 6kg
③#14713: 5kg
④#14714: 4kg

⑤#14715: 3kg

⑥#14716: 2kg

Hammer Cart
DLX

Hammer Cart
Master

Turned Iron Hammers
●Precision machined turned iron steel ball, bearing swivel,

④#14504: 4kg

●Durable steel tube construction with inflated

●Durable extra 15cm rubber wheels;

200mm wheels for different ground or floor;

●Easy to turn over by comfort handle;

●New designed Nylon boards for long time

●Holds 12 hammers.

Hammer

high strength wire and comfort aluminum hammer handle.
②#14502: 6kg
③#14503: 5kg
⑤#14505: 3kg
⑥#14506: 2kg

①#14501: 7.26kg

#17914

#17905

using without rusty;
●Holds 14 Hammers.

Hammer Handles
●Casting aluminum grip, curved sides for ease of release;
●WA approved.
①#14401:
②#14402:

110mm, curved shape,81g;
110mm, straight shape,81g.

Hammer Wires
#14301

Hammer Handle
Hand-made

●High strength wire that resist bending

and kinks;
●Available in all possible length as
needed;
●WA approved.

#14303

●High quality dye cast aluminum;
●Complies with WA rules.
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●Very light, only 76g.

All-in Cart

Hammer Cart
Economy

#17907

#17908

●Durable 25mm steel tube

105×44×140cm;
●Rotating strong wheel with brakes;
●Easily assemble and release to carry &
storage;
●Holds up to 10 hammers.

●Rotating strong wheels with brakes;

painted, 130×38×120cm;

●Durable 25mm steel tube painted,

●Easily assemble and release to carry & storage;
●Hold up to 14 Shots, 40 Discus and 9 Javelins.

Senior Block

#15101

rail with no movement;

Olympic Block

New Record Block

#15100

#15105

●All aluminum construction;
●New designed forged wide aluminum pedal

●All aluminum construction;
●Pedal 160×140mm adjustable in 4 angles;
●Anodized in Red, Blue or Silver colors.

200×140×13mm;

●Wedge design of side plates insure pedals lock into

rail with no movement;

Champion Block

●Adjustable in 5 angles;
●For both synthetic or dirt track;
●Approved by WA.

#15104

●Cast aluminum pedal adjusts to 4 angles;
●Chromed steel central rail;
●Anti-strip spike holes in chrome steel spike plates;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

Gold Medal Block
#15102

●All aluminum construction;
●Pedal 230×110mm, adjustable in 4 angels;
●Available anodizing in different colors;
●Works on both synthetic or dirt track.
●Approved by WA.

Inter Block

Junior Block

#15108

●Cast aluminum pedal adjusts to 6 angles;
●Chromed steel central rail;
●Anti-strip spike holes in chrome steel spike plates;
●Easy assembly and release construction;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

#15106

●Welded steel frame for greater durability;
●Easy twist pedal angle adjustment;
●Wider base for greater stability;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

Vic Block

Team BLOCK

#15107

#15115

●Welded steel frame for greater durability;
●Extra wide & taller fixed angle foot pedal 12.5cm

●18×12cm pedal, 4 angle adjustment;
●Painted steel central stability;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks;
●Approved by WA.

wide×15cm high;

●Easy adjustable pedal position with snap-lick

plunger;

17
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●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.
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Indoor Block

Master Block
#15116

#15113

●Welded steel frame for greater durability;

●All rubber anti-slippy bottom;

●Easy adjustable pedal angle;

●9.5×8.5cm pedal with 50°
angle;

●Wider base for greater stability;

●Best value block for beginner in school.

●Special designed pedal lock for easy loading

when needed;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

Laser Block

Spikes

#15117

●Steel:

●Laser cut one-piece central rail with end plate for

①Pyramid #15991: 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2",

easy using and carry;
●Simple pedal but easily adjusted angles;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

②Hex Pyramid #15992: 1/8",
④Needle #15994:

●Aluminum: #15995

5/8"and 1";

⑤Pyramid 1/4 ", 3/16"

3/16", 1/4", 3/8";

③XMAS Tree #15993: 1/4";

1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 3/8".

Spike Wrenhes
①

#15981
#15984

②
⑤

#15982
#15985

③

#15983

Starting Block

④

School-Winner Block

School-Master Block

#15110

#15111

●Adjusts to 6 angles;

Block Cart
Master

●Painted steel central rail;

#17904

●Cast aluminum pedal;

●All aluminum construction, extra light,

only 2kgs;
●15×9.5cm pedal, adjusts to 6 angles;
●Easy assembly and release for storage;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

●Easy assembly and release construction;

●Durable extra 15cm rubber wheels;

●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

●Easy to turn over by comfort handle;
●Durable triangular steel design;

Easy Block

Block Cart
Economy
#17909

School-Smart Block

●Best selling model used in school;

#15112
●All aluminum construction, extra light, only 2kgs;
●15×9.5cm pedal, adjusts to 6 angles;
●Easy assembly and release construction;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks.

●Light-weight design but durable when

moving on both dirt and ground;
●Easily & quickly assembly packed into a very

small box for carrying and storage;
●75mm solid wheels with special designed

connecting section for smoothly moving.
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more than what you could see

Olympic Hurdle

Auto I Hurdle

#16100

#16106

●All aluminum construction;

●Designed for easy moving weight and height

automatically;

●Adjustable to all 5 heights;
●Welded one-piece aluminum base;

●Adjustable to 5 heights;

●New designed leg shape for easy-storage;

●Aluminum base + steel gate tubes;

●Meets WA, NCAA rules.

●Unique button latch design;

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

●Meets WA, NCAA rules.

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

Scholastic Steel Hurdle

Inter Aluminium Hurdle

#16107

#16101

●Steel made foldable construction to save

●All aluminum construction;

storage space and freight cost;

●Adjustable to all 5 heights;

●Adjustable to 5 or 6 heights;

●Welded one-piece aluminum base;

●Adjustable pull-over weight as to IAAF rules;

●Adjustable pull-over weight as to IAAF rules;

●Meets IAAF, NCAA rules.

●Meets WA, NCAA rules.

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

Hurdles

Classic Aluminium Hurdle
#16102

SeniorⅠHurdle
#16105

●Approved by WA;
●All aluminum construction;
●Adjustable to all 5 heights;
●Adjustable pull-over weight as to IAAF rules.

●All aluminum hurdle;
●Adjustable to all 5 hurdle heights;
●Welded one-piece aluminum base with weights;
●Unique button latch design.

●Unique button latch design.

more than what you could see

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top
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#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

Classic Steel Hurdle

SeniorⅡHurdle
#16108

#16103

●Stackable like an L-shaped hurdle;

●Approved by WA;

●Adjustable to all 5 heights;

●Adjustable to all 5 heights;

●Welded one-piece steel base;

●Adjustable pull-over weight as to IAAF rules;
●Economy model for both training or competition.

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top
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Smart ⅡTraining Hurdle

New Record Hurdle

#16110

#16200

more than what you could see

more than what you could see

●Holds 8-10 starting blocks.

#15109
●Heavy duty steel construction for greater stability;
●16.5×10cm pedal, 60°
- 80°
angle adjustment;
●Can be used by both sides;
●Welded handle for easy to carry.

Hurdles

more than what you could see

Runner Block

●Pedal 11.9cm wide, 4 angle adjustment;
●Solid locking bar on back of pedal;
●Double thick spike plates;
●Durable & replaceable rubber pad;
●For both synthetic or dirt tracks;
●WA approved.

more than what you could see

●All aluminum construction;
●Pedal 160×110mm adjustable in 5 angles;
●Light weight design for easy carry.

●Adjustable in 5 angles;
●Works on both synthetic or dirt track;
●Approved by WA.

#15103

Starting Block

#15114

●All aluminum construction;
●New aluminum big pedal 250×160mm;
●Wider design of side plates insure pedals lock into

Starting Block

Starting Block

more than what you could see

Elite Block

Hurdles

16
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●Collapsible for easy storage;
●8 heights: 9",18",24",27",30",33",36",39";
●Teach you to sprint over hurdles-Not jump;
●Available for wood board or plastic board.

●Special industrial plastic and aluminum construction;
●Quick assembly and take apart for storage;
●Molded gate tubes available for any color;
●5-6 heights as required, easily sliding weights;
●Meets WA, NCAA rules.

#16302: Spare plastic hurdle top

Trainer Hurdle

Come-Back Hurdle

●Stacks like L-shaped hurdle;
●Welded ONE-PIECE base w/fixed weight;
●Unique bottom latch for easy height adjust;
●Ideal training hurdle for both Senior and Junior.

●All aluminum construction with weighted base;
●Designed rubber section make the hurdle stand up,

no falling down;

●Turned base to make the hurdle〝flat〞
when packing

#16115: adjusted heights-1067/991/914/838/762mm
#16116: adjusted heights-762/686/600/460mm

to save storage space and transportation volume;

●Super light-weight for people to carry easily.

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

#16217: adjusted heights-40/45/50/55/60cm
#16218: adjusted heights-55/60/65/70/75/80/84cm
#16219: adjusted heights-66/71/76/84/91/100/106cm

Assemble
Aluminum Hurdle

#16109

Swing Training Hurdle

●All aluminum construction;
●No welding, Quick assembly and take apart;
●Divided packed for easy storage and transportation;
●5 heights w/adjustable pull-over weight;
●Meets WA rules.

●Divided top bar cover by foam to protect runner when

going through the hurdle in training;

●Steel base with balance weight inside the feet tube to make

Hurdles

the hurdle stable enough;

●Folded to be flat to save storage space and transportation cost.

#16308:Spare ABS hurdle top

Vic Training Hurdle

#16119: adjusted height -1067/991/914/838/762mm
#16120: adjusted height -914/838/762/686/460mm

●New all foldable construction;
●Height:

more than what you could see

#16113: 1067/991/914/838/762mm
#16114: 762/686/600/460mm

●Teach you to sprint over hurdles-Not jump;
●Easy height adjustment system;
●New strong plastic boards.

#16307: Spare hurdle top

VicⅡTraining Hurdle
●Foldable legs for better storage;
●Height:

Alloy Hurdle

Spring-Back Hurdle

●Aluminum alloy connected by PP corner fittings;
●Height:
#16211: 1067/991/914/838/762mm
durability;
#16212: 762/686/600/460mm
●Aluminum gate tube and crossbar with foam
●Teach you to sprint over hurdles-Not jump;
padded.
●No hurt training hurdle for Junior;
#16117: adjusted heights-1067/991/914/838/762mm ●New strong plastic boards.
#16118: adjusted heights-686/610/530/450mm #16304: Spare hurdle top

#16111: 1067/991/914/838/762mm
#16112: 762/686/600/460mm

●Metal spring make hurdle return to upright;
●Galvanized steel and powder-coated base for

●Teach you to sprint over hurdles-Not jump;
●Easy adjustable system for heights;
●New strong plastic boards.

#16307: Spare hurdle top
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PlusⅡHurdle

PlusⅡHurdle SET

more than what you could see

#16215

Hurdle Cart
Master

#16216

●All plastic construction;
●All plastic construction;
●Adjustable from 35-60cm; ●10 hurdles in 10 heights;
●Used for beginner.
●Teach proper running

#17906

●Durable extra 25cm rotating wheels;
●Heavy duty steel construction, 130×109×97cm;

mechanics by making the
athlete develop sufficient
knee lift.
#16306: Spare hurdle top

●Hold up to 10 hurdles;
●Suitable for any size hurdle;
●Easy assembly and release for storage.

PlusⅠHurdle
#16214

●All plastic hurdle;
●Adjustable from 0.6m-1.05m;
●Teach you to sprint over hurdles-Not jump;
●Quickly dismantles for storage.

Hurdle Cart

#16305: Spare hurdle top

#17910

2-Height Mini Hurdle

●Heavy duty steel construction;
●Durable rotating rubber wheels;

●Strong lightweight construction;
●Best training tool for all kinds of sports.

#16225: 15/30cm

②

●Light weight for easy carrier;

Hurdle Cart

●Covert to 2 heights;

①

Stepplechase Barrier

Hurdles

●No hurt training hurdle for Junior;

#16226: 15/23cm

③

#16227: 23/30cm

●Hold up to 8 hurdles;

#17932

●Available to adjust size for hurdles.

●Suitable for international and U.S. width

of hurdle base;
●Stack hurdles 8-10 high;
●Pull hurdles back forward you;
●Works best with stackable hurdles.

more than what you could see

Mini Training Hurdle

Mini Training Hurdle
●Strong lightweight construction;

●Strong lightweight construction;
●Best training tool for all kinds of sports.

●Best training tool for all kinds of sports.

#16220: 30cm
#16221: 15cm
③#16222: 23cm
①

①

②

②

#16223: 50cm
#16224: 70cm

Water Jump Barrier &
Ground Sleeves

Junior EVA Hurdle
#16241

Steeplechase Barrier
#19890

#19891

●127×127mm hard wood beam;

●127×127mm wood beam;

●90×90mm square steel tube with powder

●90×90mm square steel tubes powder coating;

coating legs;

●2 Heights:762mm±3mm and 914mm±3mm;

●Soft and safe hurdle for kid’
s Athletics;

●Adjustable to 3 heights: 762±3mm,

●Including ground sleeve,steel made with track

●Light EVA material with assemble construction;

838±3mm and 914±3mm;

material cover;
●WA approved.

●65×56×24cm with 35/45/55cm heights.

25

●One set with 8 wheeled carriers;
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●WA approved.
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●60×40cm alum track curbing with alum top covers and

supporters;
●80mm alum ground tube with 70mm stainless steel pins in;
●Set-up for 400m track with angle R-36.5m;

Alum Relay Baton
Junior

Alum Relay Baton
Senior

●Meets IAAF rules.

#19841

#19840

●All aluminum anodized dia:32mm at 55g;
●Available colors: Silver, Black, Red, Blue,

●All aluminum 38mm baton, 75g;

Green, Gold, Purple, Orange, Pink, Bronze.

●Available colors: silver, red, blue, green,

gold, black, purple, orange and brushed
silver.

Wind Sock
Starting Stand

#19909

Plastic Relay Baton

●600×500×320mm steel stand with 600mm

#19842

diameter smoke board;
●1500mm high side frame to insure safety to
the starter;
●Solid wheels for quick & easy moving.

●All plastic 38mm baton;
●Available colors: red, blue, green, yellow.

Wind Sock

Lap Counter Stand & Bell

#19805

#19815

#19801

●Heavy base with

●Indicated for All

●Solid 30cm steel base to prevent the

180cm steel pole;

Jumps;

●For all jumps where

wind direction is a
factor.

fall-down from heavy windy;

●Durable stand with

●180cm high with high voice brass bell

180cm pole;
●Ribbon color is
Yellow or as requested.

●2 sets of digits showing numbers from

to insure to be heard in whole stadium;
01 to 29.

Field Equipment

Running Accessories

more than what you could see

Track Curbing

#19826

more than what you could see

Dry Line Marker
#19301

Lane Marker

Distance Marker Cone

#19839

①

●Fiberglass made with foul marker on top;

#19828

②

#19838

●Used in 29th Olympic Game;

●Available 1-8 numbers;

●①top 250mm, base 450mm, height 500mm,

●Marker size: top 330mm, base 460mm,

②top 250mm, base 480mm, height 420mm.

height 500mm.

●Made of fiberglass to show the distance

27

during throwing event.

Water Sweeper

●Easy to mark starting lines,

lane lines;
●Painted steel made with

Track Wagon

#19802

#19900

●600cm wide with solid

●Durable foldable carrier

rubber wheels;

25kg capacity;

cart;

●Durable steel construc

●On/Off lever on con

●Available two plastic

tion.

trolling handle;
●Suitable for 50mm &
100mm width of lane.

buckets;
●Affording loading weight

28

to 300kgs.
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Led Display Timer
●Six digit LED count up or count down display timer;
●Excellent brightness and visibility for indoor or outdoor activities;
●Operated by buttons on side or with wireless remote control;
●Count up or count down time with range to 99hrs.59min.59sec

and can be preset to start from any event time;
●User can easily choose resolution of 1 second and 1/100 second;
●Powered by AC adapter or rechargeable battery lasting up to 5

hours of continuous using;
●Tripod and carrying case included.

Led Performance Indicator
#19757

Performance Indicator

Performance Indicator

more than what you could see

#19755

●Showing record in English or Metric system;
●Operated by side button and controller case;
●Excellent brightness and visibility for indoor or outdoor use;
●Powered by AC adapter or rechargeable battery lasting up to 5 hours of

Lap Counter

Digit Indicator

#19812 (2 Digits)

#19813 (3 Digits)

Performance
Indicator

#19814 (4 Digits)

●Durable powder coated ●Durable powder coated steel

steel frame;

continuous using;
●Tripod and carrying case included.

●Durable powder coated steel

frame;

●Heavy 41cm Rollaway

●Heavy 41cm Rollaway steel base;

steel base;
●Red or Black digit unit.

●Red or Black digit unit;

frame;

Led Performance Indicator

●Heavy 41cm Rollaway steel base;

#19754

●Red or Black digit unit;

●For athletes performance or

●Frame can be rotated 360°to

score of ball sports.

●4 LED digits showing;

display athletes performance for
all to see.

more than what you could see

●Operated by side button and controller case;
●Excellent brightness and visibility for indoor or outdoor use;
●Powered by AC adapter or rechargeable battery lasting up to

5 hours of continuous using;
●Tripod and carrying case included.

Led Performance Indicator
#19753

Digital Unit

#19808

●2 LED digits showing;

Digit Unit

●Interchangeable with any indicator

●Operated by side button and controller case;

#19808-1

with similar looking digits;
●Number 0-9;
●Unit size: 33.5×19×2.5cm.

●Interchangeable to
“+”and“-”;
●Unit size: 33.5×19×2.5cm;
●Used with #19808 digit together.
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●Excellent brightness and visibility for indoor or outdoor use;
●Powered by AC adapter or rechargeable battery lasting up to 5

hours of continuous using;
●Tripod and carrying case included.

Stop Watch
Economy
more than what you could see

#19201
●2 memories best for school use;

Starting Sound System

Wind Gauge

#19751

#19750

●Adjustable sound db instead of

●Meets IAAF, NCAA and

H.S. rules;

starting gun;
●Rechargeable battery with
adaptor 110v or 220v;
●Output plugs for connecting
more megaphones;
●Tripod and alum case included;
●Best starting device for school.

●Large single row display;
●1/100 second resolution to 30 minutes;
●Cum split w/24hr range;
●Time, Alarm and Calendar.

●Accuracy: +/-0.010m/s;
●Easy two button operation;
●Replaceable battery with

400 hours life;
●Carry bag and tripod

included.

Electronic Starting System
#19760

Basic
Stop Watch

10 Memory
Stop Watch

30 Memory
Stop Watch

#19203

#19217

#19205

●2 memories basic timer w/

●Large 2 row display for both

●3 row display for both cum and

Large display;

cum and lap splits;
●Shows Fastest, Slowest and

●Shows Fastest, Slowest and

●1/100 second resolution to 30

Average time;
●Presetable countdown timer,
maximum 10hrs;
●Time, Alarm, Calendar and
Chime.

Average time;
●1/100 second precision to 10hrs;
●Time, Alarm, Calendar and
Chime.

minutes;

computer timing systems;
●Tone or Gun sounds (96db);
●Rechargeable Lithium battery lasting 6+ hours;
●Connects to FAT system & Radio lynx;
●Connect to any external P.A. system.

lap splits;

●Cum split w/24hr range;

●Time, Alarm and Calendar.

●Strobe activates Eagle Eye & Flash timing

P.A. System
#19761

Portable P.A. System

●Rechargeable Lithium

#19762

battery;

●Rechargeable Lithium

●Telescopic handle with

battery;

50 Memory
Stopwatch

100 Memory
Stopwatch

#19206

#19207

●Large 2 row dual display for

●3 Large row dual display for

both cum and lap splits;
●1/100 second precision to
10hrs;
●Recall time forwarder &
backward;
●Countdown timer mode;
●Time, Alarm, Calendar
and Chime.
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●Connect to Mic/Blue

tooth/MP3.

300 Memory
Stopwatch

both cum and lap splits;
●1/100 second precision to

#19208

10hrs;
●Recall time forwarder &
backward;
●Countdown timer mode;
●Time, Alarm, Calendar and
Chime.

●Running split & lap times;
●Fastest/slowest/average times;
●Presetable pacer/timer;
●Stroke frequency mode;
●Countdown timer mode;
●Chrono data, Stores Data for

each run w/Data Tag.

Safety Start
#19845

●Makes loud noise with

Megaphone

a flick of wrist;
●Can be used by

#19752

anyone.

●Diameter 200mm×Length 320mm；
●Rated Power 10W;
●Using 6×1.5V (size D) dry cell;

more than what you could see

Master
High Jump Stands

Pro
High Jump Stands

#17104

#17105

●High quality aluminum

●Heavy duty aluminum

uprights;

uprights;

#17100

●Cast alum crossbar platforms

●Cast aluminum crossbar

●Reinforced 100×110mm high quality

and top cap;

platforms;
●English/Metric scales;
●Upright from 0.9-2.4m;
●28x38cm heavy cast iron
bases for stability;
●Easy to use leveling adjust
ments on bases;
●Meets WA, NCAA rules.

aluminum uprights;
●Adjustable heights from 1.1-2.5m;
●Stable laser cut steel base in 12kg
weight;
●New designed locking and crank
system;
●Meets WA rules.

High Jump

32

●Sound Distance:500meter.
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Inter
High Jump Stands

●Special designed steel base

with level adjustments and
wheels;
●Upright from 0.69-2.5m;
●Extra weight underneath the

base for more stability;
●WA approved.

High Jump

High Jump Stands
New Record
#17110
●80×40mm steel main poles with

Olympic
High Jump Stands

40×40mm steel uprights;
●Adjustable heights from 0.6-2.6m;
●Economic model for both

#17103

High Jump Stands
Elite

quality aluminum uprights;
●Cast aluminum crossbar

●WA approved.

#17120

platforms;
●English/Metric scales;

Competition
High Jump Stands

●Special designed 140×110mm aluminum

●Upright from 0.9-2.55m;

main poles to supply extra stable factor
from unpredictable fall-down;
●New interlocked system for poles to
supply very smoothly moving for
uprights;
●Adjustable heights from 0.5-2.5m;
●New laser cut steel base in 15kg weight;
●Meets WA and NCAA rules.

●New heavy cast iron bases for

stability;
●WA approved;
●Used in 29th Olympic Game.

#17106
●High quality alum uprights;
●Adjustable height from 0.6-2.6m;
●55×45cm
〝T〞shape base with level

adjustments, moving by wheels;
●WA approved.
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High Jump Stands
Eagle

High Jump Stands
Senior

#17101

Pole Vault Stands
Master

#17108

●Lightweight aluminum

●High quality aluminum

uprights;
●Cast aluminum crossbar
platforms;
●English/Metric scales;
●Upright from 0.6-2.4m;
●41cm square rollaway
steel base;
●WA approved.

uprights;
●Cast alum crossbar
platform;
●Special designed steel
base with adjustments
and wheels;
●Extra weight on base
available as request;
●Upright from
0.3-2.2m;
●Meets WA rules.

High Jump

more than what you could see

more than what you could see

competition or training;

●Reinforced 90×55mm high

#17212

●WA approved;
●Adjustable height from

3.8-6.4m;
●Cross bar movable range

from 0-80cm;
●6.53×0.1×0.1m aluminum uprights;
●Stable steel base 1.6×0.75×0.11m,

80kg weight;
●New crank system.

High Jump Stands
Player

#17113

Pole Vault

●Lightweight steel

construction;
●Easy set up and storage;
●Upright from 0.6-2.1m;
●Meets WA rules.

Pole Vault Stands
Elite

High Jump Stands
Junior

#17102

#17115

●Lightweight aluminum uprights;

●Special lightweight aluminum

●Cast aluminum crossbar

uprights, no bending;
●Cast aluminum crossbar platforms;
●2-sections
〝T〞shape steel base for
quick assembly and less-expense
transportation;
●English/Metric scales;
●Upright from 0.3-2.1m;
●Meets all rules.

platforms;
●English/Metric scales;
●Upright from 0.3-2.1m;
●New heavy 41cm square rollaway
steel base;
●Meets all rules.
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High Jump Stands
Schoolmart

more than what you could see

Pole Vault Stands
International

#17214

#17213

●All aluminum

●New designed stable aluminum

construction with
easy-slide alum base;

poles and uprights;
●New interlocked system to supply

●Adjustable height

very smoothly moving for uprights;

from 3.9-6.4m;
●Base movable range
from 0-80cm;
●Upright allow the
move-out behind the
base;
●WA approved.

●Adjustable heights from 2.4-6.3m;
●Base movable range from 0-80cm;
●Uprights allow the move-out behind

the base;
●Meets WA and NCAA rules.
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Crossbar For HJ
#17117

#17107

●400cm long with 30mm diameter;

●400cm long with 30mm diameter;

PV Landing Area

●Made by special fiberglass material for

●Made by Carbon Fiber material;

#17206

great straight;
●Improved crossbar ends add stability in
windy condition;

●Improved crossbar ends add stability

in windy condition.

Crossbar For PV

●800×600×80cm approved by WA;
●32kg/cbm density foam;
●Reinforced PVC cover, 0.4mm

#17215

#17205

●450cm long with 30mm diameter;

●450cm long with 30mm diameter;

●Made by Carbon Fiber material;

●Made by special fiberglass material for great

●Improved crossbar ends add stability

straight;
●Improved crossbar ends add stability in windy
condition.

in windy condition.

thickness with 200N strength force;
●Rain cover available when needed.

HJ Landing Area
#17109
●600×400×70cm approved by WA;
●32kg/cbm density foam;
●Reinforced PVC cover, 0.4mm

Pole Vault Plant Box

thickness with 200N strength force;
●Rain cover available when needed.

#17208
●WA approved;

●37.5cm long, made of 22.5×22.5cm foam

●1.084×0.6(0.408)×0.2m, 45kg weight.

#19804

more than what you could see

Foam Elastic Crossbar

High Jump& Pole Vault

High Jump& Pole Vault

more than what you could see

wheels for easy moving;
●Connect to Mic/Blue
tooth/MP3.

Electric Starting Device

Stopwatch
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●Made of steel, zinc plated;

tube sections;

#17209

●Orange TPR cord strung through.

●Meets WA rules;
●Made of stainless steel;
●1.084×0.6(0.408)×0.2m, 45kg weight.

Crossbar Cart
#17401
●Used in 29th Olympic game;
●2000×620×1380mm for cross bars;
●35kg weight with durable wheels.
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#19981 for HJ MAT

#19982 for PV MAT

●All steel made with powder coating;

●All steel made with powder coating;

●2-section construction easily moving;

●2-section construction easily moving;

●8×200mm rotated wheels;

●8×200mm rotated wheels;

●Protecting PIT from raining and sunshine;

●Protecting PIT from raining and sunshine;

●620×420×150cm or as to requirement.

●620×620×180cm or as to requirement.
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Take Off Board System

38

Pit Rake

#19833 Foul Board

#19819

●Hard wood made;

●All aluminum made to be light weight for using;

●122×10×2.7cm;

●900mm width with 80°angle scraper to supply quick level

work;

#19843 Metal Part of Board

●Assembled construction for easy storage and transportation.

●Steel made with tighten system;
●Powder coating for rust-proof;

#19832 Board
●Hard wood made;
●122×10×20cm.

Pit Rake

Sand Rake

with straight edge on one side and
teeth for raking on the other.
①#19809: 90cm ②#19810: 75cm

●All aluminum in 1800×540mm;

●Strong durable, lightweight aluminum

Jump

more than what you could see

Pit Garage

Take Off Board

Take Off Board
#19830 Board

●Zinc plated steel or aluminum made;

●Hard wood for spike grip;

●Available in different sizes.

●1220×340×100mm as to WA rules.

#19834 Tray Cover

#19833 Foul Board

●Zinc plated steel or aluminum made.

●Hard wood made;

●Available in different size;

Take Off Board
Marker

Runway Marker

●Used in 29th Olympic Game;

#19704: 4〞(10CMhigh)
#19706: 6〞(15cm high)

●30×20cm ABS plastic to show the position

●Extra soft vinyl made;

#19921
of take-off board jumping event.

●Available in 2 sizes.

more than what you could see

●122×10×2.7cm.

●Strong 12mm aluminum pins;

Jump

#19831 Board Tray

#19811

Jump Distance Board
# 19829
●Used in 31th Olympic Game ;
●400×24×37cm made by aluminum and PVC;
●All weather used for Competition .

Runway Marker

Runway Marker

#19997

#19998

Runway Field
Event Marker

●10×30cm steel made with

●12×6cm stainless steel

#19995

powder coating;

39
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●New bearing O/R design to get super spin;
●English and Metric reading;
●Available〝0〞end or Blank end;
●Available Hook end or Ring end;
●Zero point at same start for meter and foot.

①#19131: 100m/300’ ②#19132: 50m/165’
③#19133: 30m/100’

④#19134: 20m/66’

Measuring Wheel Metric

Digital Measuring Wheel

#19758

#19759

●Durable economical measuring wheel;

●Data shift between Metric and English reading;

●Folding Handles for easy storage;

●Counter measures to 9,999.00 meters;

●Counter measures to 9,999.00 meters;

●Stretchable handle, easily for storage;

●Night light button for using in darkness;

●Non-slippy rubber covered measuring wheel;

●Come with nylon carry bag & wheel stand.

●Come with nylon carry bag & wheel stand;
●5 Memories for data and easily for recall.

New O/R Measuring Tape
●New high spin open reel design;
●English and Metric reading;
●Available〝0〞end or blank end;
●Available hook end or Ring End;
●Zero point at same start for meter and foot.
①#19101: 100m/330’ ②#19102: 50m/165’
③#19103: 30m/100’ ④#19104: 15m/50’
⑤#19105: 75m/250’ ⑥#19106: 60m/200’
⑦#19107: 10m/33’

⑧#19108: 20m/66’

O/R Steel Measuring Tape
●New high spin open reel design;
●English and Metric reading on same side;
●Available〝0〞end only.
②#19122: 50m/165’

Digital Scale

●0.01-15kg scale range;

●Two weight system showing: kg or

#10022

lb(ounce);

●Only 0.5g accuracy;
●Suitable for all track implements;

●0.01-15kg scale range;

●Recharge battery with 110v or 220v adaptor.

●0.5gram accuracy;
●Rechargeable battery for 110v or 220v

③#19123: 30m/100’

input as request.

Weight & Height Scale

C/R Measuring Tape

●Both English and Metric reading;

●English and Metric reading;

●Heavy duty understructure;

●Available〝0〞end or Blank end;

●Manual Zero reset;

●Available Hook end or Ring end;

①#19822: 0-140kg (305lb),

●Zero point at same start for meter and foot.
①#19111: 50m/165’

②#19112: 30m/100’

③#19113: 15m/50’

④#19114: 10m/33’

80-210cm(6’
10”
)
②#19825: 0-120kg (260lb),

70-190cm(6’
7”
)

⑤#19115: 20m/66’
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Javelin Measuring Tool

#13961

●All aluminum construction 2-section;

PATENT NO.ZL 2012 2 0713208.4

●Quick set-up and easy to carry;
●Designed as to WA/NCAA rules for

measurement;

PATENT NO.ZL 2012 2 0713208.4

PATENT NO.ZL 2012 2 0651532.8

Javelin Measuring Tool

Javelin Measuring Tool

#13963

#13962

●Stainless steel laser cut packed in paper box;

●Lightweight designed for quick test;

●Meets WA/NCAA rules.

●Meets WA/NCAA rules for measurement.

●Nylon carry bag not included.

Measuring Device

Hammer Measuring Tool
#14964

●All aluminum construction;
●Either stand-up or lie-down when using;
●Nylon carry bag not included.

Pole Vault Measurer
#17302

●Used in 29th Olympic game;

High Jump Measurer

●1900×52×30mm aluminum

●Used in 29th Olympic game;
●117×47×24cm aluminum

measuring range 120-260cm.

Diameter Measuring Tool
●Lightweight as to WA rules for measurement;
●Quick test for diameter of hammer or shot puts;

●Meets WA/NCAA rules;

●Available in 2 assortments.

●Available in 2 assortments.

#11032: 8pcs set

#11034: 8pcs set

(85/95/100/105/110/120/125/130mm)

(85/95/100/105/110/120/125/130mm)
#11035: 12pcs set
(85/95/100/105/110/120/125/130/80/90/98.4/
117.5mm)

#11033: 12pcs set

(85/95/100/105/110/120/125/130/80/90/98.4/
117.5mm)

more than what you could see

in 4 sections, measuring
range 190-650cm;
●Touch button on the top to
make noise when crossbar
reach needed height.

PATENT NO.ZL 2012 2 0710574.4

PATENT NO.ZL 2012 2 0651532.8

Diameter Measuring Tool
●Stainless steel laser cut packed in paper box;

PATENT NO.ZL 2012 2 0712980.4

Discus Measuring Tool

Hurdle Measuring Tool
#16901

PATENT NO.ZL 2012 2 0712980.4

●Lightweight designed;

Discus Measuring Tool

●Durable light weight design;
●Designed as to WA/NCAA rules for measurements;
●Quick test and easily using for everybody;
●Packed in nylon bag if needed.

●Quick test all import parts on discus as

to WA rules;

●Stainless steel laser cut packed in paper box;

●Available in 2 assortments.

●Meets WA/NCAA rules;

#12951: 4pcs set (1/1.5/1.75/2kg)
#12952: 6pcs set

●Available in 2 assortments.

#12953: 4pcs set (1/1.5/1.75/2kg)
#12954: 6pcs set (0.75/1/1.5/1.6/1.75/2kg)
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(0.75/1/1.5/1.6/1.75/2kg)
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more than what you could see

Measuring Device

●Measures hammer length only;

#17301

PRO Measuring Kit
#10020
●Patented designed measuring tools for quick

Master Measuring Kit
#10010

Rules ;
●Loser cut stainless steel made for extreme
accuracy and permanency ;
●Special designed ALL-IN Aluminum Case
for easy Carrier .

●Every tool meets WA/NCAA rules for

INCLUDING:
①Shot/ Hammer measuring tool: #11032 or #11033;
②Discus measuring tool: #12951 or #12952;
③Javelin measuring tool: #13962;
④Balance measuring tool: #11031;
⑤Aluminum javelin measuring tool: #13961;
⑥Aluminum hammer measuring tool: #14964.

●Patented designed measuring tools for quick

test need for officials;
correct result of testing;
●Packed in 1000D nylon bag for all tools.

Measuring Device

Measuring Device

test purpose ;
●Every measuring tool meets WA/NCAA

more than what you could see

INCLUDING:

BALANCE Measuring Tool Support Ring on Scale
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Speed Sled

Medicine Ball

●100% rubber made;
●Textured surface for better grip;
●Small diameter for more varied training exercises;
●Can be used indoors or outdoors.

#19806
more than what you could see

●Lightweight (7.2kg) design for ￠5.0cm weight

plates;
●Add weight (not included) to increase resistance;
●Adjustable sprint harness attaches to two tailanchored straps that keep sled stable during runs.

①#17601:
⑤#17605:

Speed Sled

②#17602:
⑥#17606:

2kg
6kg

③#17603:

3kg
7kg

⑦#17607:

④#17604:
⑧#17608:

4kg
8kg

●Vinyl cover with filled sands;
●Small diameter for more varied training exercises;
●Can be used indoors or outdoors.

●Extra lightweight (6kg) design;
●Suitable for ￠2.5cm (1”
) weight plates;

①#17611:

●Adjustable sprint harness attaches to two tail-

⑤#17615:

anchored straps that keep sled stable during runs.

Training Equipment

1kg
5kg

Duro Medicine Ball

#19807

1kg
5kg

②#17612:
⑥#17616:

2kg
6kg

③#17613:
⑦#17617:

3kg
7kg

④#17614:4kg
⑧#17618:

8kg

Massage Tool
#19846
firm depth rollers to penetrate Muscles
effectively;
●Easy Operation and Durable Design.

Sport chutes
●Improves SPEED,ENDURANCE,

Throwing Ball
With Handle

●Vinyl made inflatable by

●Great for Shot, Discus,

Balance Disc
Anti-burst Ball

varying air pressure;

●Used for core strength and

rehab work;
●Help improve flexibility,
muscular control & agility.
①#82055: 55cm
④#82085: 85cm
②#82065: 65cm
⑤#82095: 95cm
③#82075: 75cm

Javelin and Hammer training;

●Develop balance and

●Throw underhand, sidearm,

coordination with various
balance and activity exercise;
●33×5cm in royal color.

●Used indoors or outdoors.

or over-hand;
①#17501:
②#17502:

8” (20cm)
6” (15cm)

Z-Ball #27991
●Develops hand & eye quickness;
●More lively than any other agility

development ball;

Resistance Harness

●Use for training for any sports that

#19861

#19865

requires quick feet and agility.

●Develops maximum strength and

●Adjustable in 350g increments;

Kettle Bells

power for running and change of
direction;
●Design allows work to begin for
proper running form;
●10’(30cm) strong nylon harness
and handle included.

●Machine washable;
●Comes with 1.05kgs and

adjusts to 3.15kgs.
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●Fully vinyl coated or half coated

①#17701: 15kg
②#17702: 10kg
③#17703: 5kg
④#17704: 3kg
rusty;
⑤#17705: 20kg
●Helps develop the raw throwing
power necessary to be an elite thrower.

with painted handle;

●Durable, long time using without

⑥#17706:

12kg
4kg
8kg
16kg
⑩#17710: 24kg
⑦#17707:

⑧#17708:
⑨#17709:
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Marker Saucer

●Ideal for throwing down grip

20×9.5cm saucers, 40pcs
with steel wire holder in 4 colors;
20×5cm saucers, 40pcs
with plastic holder in 4 colors;
③#19731: Flexible 20×9.5cm marker
saucer;
④#19732: Flexible 20×5cm marker
saucer.

patterns, dribble test etc.;

①#19741:

Max Agility Ladder

PRO Agility Ladder

#19851

#19857

●Extra soft flat rung linked together with

●Flat rung linked together with durable

durable webbing adjustable;

●8m long in one piece;

●Available with nylon carry bag;

●Available with nylon carry bag;

●For agility training, speed training and

●For agility training, speed training and .

green, blue, white, orange.

Dome Marker
#19743

●20×7.5cm dome markers,

40pcs with steel holder, in
red, yellow, white and blue.

Lightweight Cone

games.

●Available colors: red, yellow, green, blue, white, orange.
①#19707:

ONE –PIECE Agility Ladder

Training Equipment

●available colors: red, yellow,

②#19742:

webbing adjustable;

●8m long in one piece;

more than what you could see

STRENGTH,and RUNNING TECH;
●One piece design with only ONE
attachment cord；
●With Nylon bag,available in 3 sizes.
①#19835: size Large
②#19836: size Medium
③#19837: size Small

#19899

Training Equipment

●TA deep tissue massage tool with

Weight Vest

more than what you could see

more than what you could see

①#19121: 100m/330’

Digital Scale

#10021

Measuring Device

Measuring Device

●White or yellow color.

●12 colors available.

(10pcs).

O/R Measuring Tape

more than what you could see

●10cm diameter steel plate;

made with powder coating;

●Printed
〝1-10〞for one set

④#19715:

7”(18cm)
15”(38cm)

②#19709:
⑤#19718:

9”(23cm)
18”(45cm)

③#19712:

12”(30cm)

#19854
●Strong round rung connected together with

●Available with carry bag.

Training Equipment

School-Mart Multi
Purpose Floor Cone

durable webbing;
●3.5m long in one-piece;

●Preset jump heights at three levels

using poles or flat hoops;

JUNIOR Agility Ladder
#19853
●Flat rung linked together with durable webbing;
●6m long in one piece;
●Ladders are extendable;
●For agility training, speed training and games.

#19852

●Made of durable ABS,

can be used indoor or
outdoor;
●Available in different

sizes and colors.
80cm long
100cm long
③#95120: 120cm long
①#95080:

to get more agility purpose;
●Available in Yellow, Red, Green

and Blue.
30cm high with 12 holes;
45cm high with 12 holes;

①#95012:
②#95018:

Flexible Training
Cone
#63883

②#95100:

●Lightweight 9”
cone slatted in such

a way that it collapses on contact and
then pop back into shape;

●Flat rung linked together with durable webbing;
●8m long in 2 parts connected;

●22.5cm height made of PP material.

●For agility training, speed training and games.

School-Mart Multi Activity Base

PRO Agility Ladder

#95902

#19855

●20cm durable ABS material made;

●Four 7’
(210cm) different colored section;

●Can be filled with sand and sealed;

●Easily snap together for sport specific workout;

●Could take poles, flat hoops or round hoops, 25mm

●28’
(840cm) in total length;

diameter hole;

●For agility training, speed training and games.
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●Combined with poles or flat hoops

more than what you could see

Agility Ladder

School-Mart
Junior Agility Pole
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●Available in Yellow color only.
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Kids Athletics

more than what you could see

Beginner Set #10100
NO.

ITEM

1A
2A
2B
3A
3B
4
5A
6
7
8
9A
9B
10

Elementary foam javelin
Plastic cone 38cm
Numbered floor cone 1-6
ABS plastic poles 120cm
ABS dome multi-base
Flexible marker cone
Anti-skid ladder 9m
3-heights foam hurdle
Foldable foam straight mat
Cross hop mat
Elementary discus 300g
Multi throwing discus 400g
Round Floor marker 0-5

QTY
2
4
6
14
14
40
1
14
4
1
1
1
6

NO.

ITEM

11
12
13
15A
15B
16
17
18A
19
20
22
23

Soft PVC rings
Mesh bibs, #S-16, #M-32
PVC speed rope
Measuring roll 20cm
Measuring roll 50cm
Soft Medicine Ball 1kg
Plastic kettle ball 0.5kg
Soft shot puts
Javelin nocken ball 400g
Foam relay baton
Jumping pole
Elastic cord

QTY
6
48
2
1
1
2
1
10
2
4
2
1

NO.

ITEM

QTY

10
11
12
13
15A
15B
16
17
18A
19
20
22
23

Round Floor marker 0-5
Soft PVC rings
Mesh bibs, #S-16, #M-32
PVC speed rope
Measuring roll 20cm
Measuring roll 50cm
Soft Medicine Ball 1kg
Plastic kettle ball 0.5kg
Soft shot puts
Javelin nocken ball 400g 2
Foam relay baton
Jumping pole
Elastic cord

6
6
48
2
1
1
2
1
10
2
4
2
1

NO.

ITEM

QTY

11
12
13
14
15A
15B
16
17
18A
18B
19
20
21
22
23

Soft PVC rings
Mesh bibs, #S-16, #M-32
PVC speed rope
Rainbow skip rope
Measuring roll 20cm
Measuring roll 50cm
Soft Medicine Ball 1kg
Plastic kettle ball 0.5kg
Soft shot puts
Junior Shot Puts
Javelin nocken ball 400g
Foam relay baton
Stopwatch
Jumping pole
Elastic cord

Basic Set #10200
ITEM

1A
2A
2B
3A
3B
4
5A
6
7
8
9A
9B
9C

Elementary foam javelin
Plastic cone 38cm
Numbered floor cone 1-6
ABS plastic poles 120cm
ABS dome multi-base
Flexible marker cone
Anti-skid ladder 9m
3-heights foam hurdle
Foldable foam straight mat
Cross hop mat
Elementary discus 300g
Multi throwing discus 400g
Soft discus 500g

QTY
2
4
6
14
14
40
1
14
4
1
1
1
1

Kids Athletics

NO.

Pro Set #10300

●Soft & safety material made items combined into package for kid to

learn and enjoy the fun of Athletics;
●All items could be selected and appointed the numbers for each set,

packed in wheeled carrying bag for each set.
●We could combine the other items in the set as to customers’
need.
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ITEM

1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B
4
5A
5B
6
7
8
9A
9B
10

Elementary foam javelin
Mini Javelin 300/400g
Plastic cone 38cm
Numbered floor cone 1-6
ABS plastic poles 120cm
ABS dome multi-base
Flexible marker cone
Anti-skid ladder 9m
Junior agility ladder 8m
3-heights foam hurdle
Foldable foam straight mat
Cross hop mat
Elementary discus 300g
Multi throwing discus 400g
Round Floor marker 0-5

QTY
2
2
4
6
14
14
40
1
1
14
4
1
1
1
6
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6
48
2
2
1
1
2
1
6
10
2
4
2
2
1

more than what you could see

Kids Athletics Set

NO.
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